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INSIDE JEWISH POLAND & BERLIN 
JDC Entwine Insider Trip in Partnership with Northwestern 

March 19-26 , 2017

Once the largest Jewish community in Europe, Polish Jewry was nearly extinguished by the 
Nazis during World War II. Those Jews who remained after the war suffered further repression 
under communist rule. The country’s Jewish community numbered a mere 6,000—primarily 
aging Holocaust survivors—in the early 1980s. Since then, many Polish Jews have reconnected 
to Judaism and the Jewish community and population estimates now range from 12,000 to as 
high as 25,000 Jews. The 1990s ushered in a new economy that has since become one of the 
strongest in Eastern Europe. Yet Poland is still challenged by unemployment, an aging and 
inadequate infrastructure, and extreme disparities in income, social services, and community 
development. 

Poland’s Jewish community has doubled in the last 30 years, creating an increased need for 
critical social services and Jewish life programming. At the same time, meeting the needs of 
the nation’s aging Holocaust survivors and other elderly Jews remains a primary concern for 
JDC.  

JDC works with Polish Jewish organizations to provide critical basic needs and care to the 
elderly and to vulnerable families. It also is investing in a vibrant Jewish future through youth 
clubs, camps, student organizations, and leadership training. 

Day One: Sunday, March 19: Travel to Warsaw 

Afternoon Depart Chicago for Warsaw 

Day Two: Monday, March 20: Arrive in Warsaw 

Warsaw is the sprawling capital of Poland. Its widely varied architecture reflects the city's 
long, turbulent history, from Gothic churches and neoclassical palaces to Soviet-era blocks 
and modern skyscrapers. As Poland’s cultural hub, Warsaw has a thriving nightlife and music 
scene, both classical and underground. After near-total destruction in WWII, Warsaw’s old 
town was faithfully restored to its pre-war appearance.  

Afternoon: Arrive in Warsaw 

Check-In to Hotel & Freshen-Up 

Late Lunch in the Hotel 

Welcome to Poland! Introductions and Ice Breakers with Trip Chairs & Entwine 
Staff at the Hotel 

Evening Briefing on JDC in Poland with Karina Sokolowska, JDC-Poland at the Hotel  

Dinner at Żurawina and Briefings with Agata Rakowiecka Director of the JCC, 
and Helise Lieberman Director of the Taube Foundation  
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In 2004, the Taube Foundation for Jewish Life & Culture founded the Jewish Heritage 
Initiative in Poland (JHIP). The Initiative aims to nurture the revival of Jewish life in Poland, 
further awareness of this resurgence among Jews and non-Jews and foster positive interest in 
Poland and Polish Jews among American Jews. This mission reinforces the Taube 
Philanthropies’ broader purpose of sustaining Jewish culture in the aftermath of the 
Holocaust. The JHIP is a partnership program, made up of founding sponsors and new 
partners from the United States and Europe. 

Optional Night Out 

Overnight in Warsaw: 

Day Three: Tuesday, March 21: Warsaw 

Morning Breakfast at the Hotel 

Guided Tour of Jewish Warsaw with a Tour Guide-The Tour Will Include the 
Jewish Cemetery at Okopowa Street, Significant Monuments: 
Umschlagplatz,  Mila 18 Monuments, Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Monument, the 
Ghetto Wall at Zlota Street, and Nożyk synagogue 

Afternoon  Lunch at El Greco 

Meeting with the Chief Rabbi of Poland (Michael Schudrich) at the Nozik 
Synagogue  

Continue Guided Tour of Jewish Warsaw 

Group Core Conversation #1: Setting our Intentions 

Evening  Time to Relax & Freshen Up at the Hotel 

Dinner in the Old Town with President of the Warsaw Jewish Community, Anna 
Chipczynska, and Local Peers  

Optional Night Out with Local Peers 

Overnight in Warsaw 

Day Four: Wednesday March 22: Warsaw 

Morning Breakfast at the Hotel 

Tour of the Polin Jewish Museum 

The Museum of the History of Polish Jews opened its doors to the public in April 2013. It 
currently functions as a cultural and educational center with a rich cultural program, including 
temporary exhibitions, films, debates, workshops, performances, concerts, lectures and much 
more. The Museum stands in what was once the heart of Jewish Warsaw – an area which the 
Nazis turned into the Warsaw Ghetto during World War II. This significant location, coupled 
with the Museum’s proximity to the Monument to the Ghetto Heroes, demanded extreme 
thoughtfulness on the part of the building’s designers, who carefully crafted a structure that 
has become a symbol of the new face of Warsaw. 
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Afternoon Lunch at the Museum and Meeting with Creators of the Core Exhibition 

The Core Exhibition, presenting the thousand-year history of Polish Jews, has been opened 
on October 28, 2014. The Core Exhibition is a journey through 1000 years of the history of 
Polish Jews – from the Middle Ages until today. The exhibition is made up of eight galleries, 
spread over an area of 4000 sq., presenting the heritage and culture of Polish Jews, which still 
remains a source of inspiration for Poland and for the world. The galleries portray successive 
phases of history, beginning with legends of arrival, the beginnings of Jewish settlement in 
Poland and the development of Jewish culture. We show the social, religious and political 
diversity of Polish Jews, highlighting dramatic events from the past, the Holocaust, and 
concluding with contemporary times. 

Meeting with Professor Barbara Kirschenbaltt - Gimblet, Creator of the Core 
Exhibition 

Interactive Program at the JCC with Hillel Warsaw Director, Magda Dorosz, 
Hillel Activists and Local Peers from Nasze Warsze (Our Warsaw) 

The opening of Hillel Warsaw, which is funded in part by grants from the UJA-Federation of 
New York, Taube Philanthropies and the Koret Foundation, builds on decades of work that 
Hillel International has undertaken to build communities with underserved Jewish students. 
There are currently Hillels in 14 other nations around the world, including Argentina, 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Brazil, Canada, Germany, Georgia, Israel, Moldova, Russia, Ukraine, 
Uruguay, United States and Uzbekistan. 

Founded in 1923, Hillel has been enriching the lives of Jewish students for more than 90 
years. Today, Hillel International is a global organization that welcomes students of all 
backgrounds and fosters an enduring commitment to Jewish life, learning and Israel. Hillel is 
dedicated to enriching the lives of Jewish students so that they may enrich the Jewish people 
and the world. As the largest Jewish student organization in the world, Hillel builds 
connections with emerging adults at more than 550 colleges and universities, and inspires 
them to direct their own path. During their formative college years, students are challenged to 
explore, experience, and create vibrant Jewish lives. 

Evening Group Core Conversation #2: Guarantorship & JDC 

Dinner at Zapiecek with Hillel and Nasze Warsze 

Visit to Risk Made in Warsaw Store and Interactive Workshop with the 
Company’s Founder, Antonina Samecka 

Antonina Samecka and her business and creative partner Klara Kowtun are the owners of 
RISK Made in Warsaw, a fast-growing fashion brand with a unique concept. RISK’s designs, 
all made of grey sweatshirt fleece material, may be inspired by hoodies worn to the gym, but 
the company’s tailored garments (blazers, dresses, coats, and most surprisingly, ball gowns 
and tuxedos) are stylish enough to wear either to work or out for an evening. RISK 
manufactures all its products in Poland and has a number of different lines: men, women, 
children, maternity and pets. There’s also one called RISK OY that creatively incorporates 
Jewish and Israeli symbols, like the Star of David and the Hamsa, as well as words like “Oy,” 
“Chutzpah,” “Shalom” and “Israel. 

Optional Night Out 

http://riskmadeinwarsaw.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bPD6zKl7Ij8&feature=youtu.be
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Overnight in Warsaw 

Day Five: Thursday, March 23: Warsaw to Berlin 

Morning Breakfast at the Hotel & Check Out 

Travel to Berlin 

Germany is home to the fastest growing Jewish community in the world, largely due to an 
influx of immigrants from the former Soviet republics, who have settled in Germany in 
response to financial incentives from the German government.  The challenge for Germany’s 
Jews, which now number 200,000 and are spread across 90 locations throughout Germany, is 
how to develop Jewish community for a population that has no memory of Jewish life and in 
an environment where Jewish population centers do not exist. 

Afternoon Arrival to Berlin 

Introduction to Jewish Communal Life in Berlin and the Role of JDC: Briefing 
with JDC Germany Director 

Lunch & Briefing with Jewish Service Corps Fellow 

The Global Jewish Service Corps (JSC) is a year-long, paid opportunity for Jewish young 
professionals to volunteer overseas with JDC, the world’s leading Jewish humanitarian 
organization. Responding to international Jewish and humanitarian needs, JSC fellows 
facilitate and create innovative programs using their unique skills and talents. 

Visit to Jewish Museum of Berlin (Jüdisches Museum Berlin) 

The Jewish Museum Berlin (Jüdisches Museum Berlin) covers two millennia of German Jewish 
history and consists of two buildings. One is the old Kollegienhaus, a former courthouse, built 
in the 18th century. The other, a new addition specifically built for the museum, was designed 
by world-renowned architect Daniel Libeskind. This was one of the first buildings in Berlin 
designed after German reunification. 

Evening Welcome Dinner Party with German Peers 

` Kunsthaus Tacheles, Art Collection & Pub 

Formerly a department store in the Jewish quarter (Scheunenviertel) of  Berlin, next to the 
synagogue, was originally called Friedrichsstadtpassagen. After serving as a Nazi prison, the 
building was taken over by artists, who called it "Tacheles," Yiddish for "straight talking." The 
building now houses an artist’s collective. 

Group Outing at Zapatas 

Located in the former squatted compound known as Tacheles, this grungy cavern serves up 
offbeat music ranging from Salsa, indie rock, klezmer and almost everything in between. 

Overnight in Berlin 

Day Six: Friday, March 24: Berlin 
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Morning Breakfast at the Hotel 
The Future of Jewish Life in Europe and the JDC Global Perspective: 
Presentation and Discussion with Director of JDC International Centre of 
Community Development 

Visit to Berlin Holocaust Memorial 

Officially known as the "Memorial for the murdered Jews of Europe", the Holocaust Memorial 
is located between the Brandenburg Gate and Potsdamer Platz featuring a memorial 
consisting of 2,711 square concrete pillars arranged in rows and has been placed on undulating 
ground, making an interesting visual experience for visitors. The memorial, built to a design by 
architect Peter Eisenman, was very controversial, both in design and location, and was finally 
completed in 2004. It was inaugurated on May 10, 2005 and opened to the public two days 
later. 

Afternoon Optional Group Activities: 

Checkpoint Charlie (Berlin Wall)  
Parliament 
Brandenburg Gate 
Französische Strasse Shopping  
Unten den Linden Souvenir Shopping 

Return to Hotel & Prepare for Shabbat 

Evening Core Conversation # 3: Guarantorship & Me/ Group Shabbat Activity 

Kabbalat Shabbat & Dinner with Community Members 

Overnight in Berlin 

Day Seven: Saturday, March 25: Shabbat in Berlin 

Morning Breakfast at the Hotel 

Optional Shabbat Morning Services or Free Time 

Afternoon Shabbat Lunch with Local Peers & Hillel Members 

Walking Tour of Jewish Quarter 

Highlights of the walking tour include the New Synagogue, the city’s original Jewish cemetery, 
the Jewish High School of Berlin’s Jewish community, traces of Krystalnacht and the Nazi 
Period, the Yidass  Yisrael Synagogue, Otto Weidt’s Workshop for the Blind, and the site of 
the Rosenstrasse Protest. 

Free Time 

Evening Core Conversation #4: Assiyah, Action & Taking it Home 

Festive Closing Dinner with Local Peers 

Evening Out  
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Overnight in Berlin 
 
Day Eight: Sunday, March 26: Transfer from Berlin to Chicago 
 
Morning Breakfast at the Hotel & Check Out 
 
  Depart for Airport 
 
Afternoon Arrive in Chicago 


